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Executive Summary
Since 2014, computer vision models have dramatically improved
their performance on benchmarks for image classification, image
generation, facial recognition, and other tasks.1 As these examples
show, computer vision researchers aim to solve a wide variety of
problems. Yet previous bibliometric studies have examined
international output of computer vision research as a whole,
without distinguishing among these many research tasks. In
principle, analyses of academic research can inform us about the
global growth of research and the interests and incentives of each
nation’s researchers. But only a small segment of computer vision
research may relate to any particular area of interest. In this brief,
we focus on “visual surveillance research,” the development of
algorithms such as facial recognition that could be used to surveil
individuals or groups.2
These algorithms are often applied for benign, commercial uses,
such as tagging individuals in social media photos. But progress in
computer vision could also empower some governments to use
surveillance technology for repressive purposes.
Using a dataset of English-language papers published between
2015 and 2019, we applied natural language processing methods
to identify the computer vision papers in this corpus and the
research tasks they described.3 We found:
● Papers relevant to visual surveillance accounted for less
than 10 percent of all computer vision research. This
proportion was fairly consistent across geographic regions
and time, varying from about 5 percent to 8 percent. In
China, for example, we estimate that 6 percent of computer
vision research papers were focused on visual surveillance
tasks in both 2015 and 2019. The most common tasks in
computer vision research are general-purpose ones that
could improve performance in a wide variety of application
areas.
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● Researchers with Chinese institutional affiliations were
responsible for more than one third of publications in
both computer vision and visual surveillance research.
This makes China by far the most prolific country in both
areas. Chinese researchers’ share of global visual
surveillance research is growing at a similar rate to their
share of computer vision research.
● China produces a disproportionate share of research on
three “emerging” surveillance tasks—those where
worldwide publication counts grew at over 30 percent
annually. Chinese researchers are responsible for a large
share of publications in person re-identification, crowd
counting, and facial spoofing detection, and their share of
publications in these areas is growing.
These conclusions derive from English-language research
publications only. Further work could extend our task-extraction
methodology to non-English publications, which would improve
our estimates of international research output and would likely
increase non-Anglophone countries’ estimated share of global
surveillance research. Future projects could also augment our
bibliometric approach by including more direct indicators of
nations’ capabilities and interests in deploying surveillance
technology, such as patent data, private research and
development, camera deployment, and relevant government
policies.
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Background and Methods
In recent years, progress in artificial intelligence has led to concern
about the expanding capabilities of surveillance technology.4
Stanford University’s 2021 AI Index Report found that
“surveillance technologies are increasingly fast, cheap, and
ubiquitous.”5 Other research has cautioned that dual-use
technology developed in the United States could empower
population surveillance in non-democratic countries.6 Indeed, such
surveillance is now often augmented by AI. In the Xinjiang Uyghur
Autonomous Region of China, the Chinese government is
deploying its growing surveillance capabilities to track and repress
a Muslim minority.7 Security forces reportedly use the Integrated
Joint Operation Platform (一体化联合作战平台) to monitor 13
million Uyghurs via facial recognition.8 As the applications of AI in
surveillance expand, policymakers express increasing interest in
tracking and forecasting progress in AI research.9
Bibliometric analyses have the benefit of providing concrete
metrics for important factors in technological development.
Publications indicate the areas where a nation’s researchers are
focused, and cross-national comparisons of publication output can
demonstrate international variation in research activity. At the
same time, there are limitations to the insights available from
bibliometric approaches. Research in the United States supports
Chinese innovation and vice-versa; research in both countries can
be useful to developers in smaller countries. The research
literature also excludes classified research and unpublished
industry research. Nonetheless, publication counts are useful as
indicators of research fields’ growth, as well as the interests and
incentives of a nation’s researchers.
In emerging fields like AI, attempts to analyze the trajectory of
research are hindered by the technical nature of the field, the large
and diverse quantity of research, and the speed of innovation. For
instance, past research has identified China as the largest producer
of AI papers, particularly in computer vision.10 Yet computer vision
is a broad field, comprising hundreds of thousands of papers and
approximately one-third of all published AI research. 11
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To better understand trends in computer vision research, we
analyzed publications in terms of research tasks: the particular
problems that papers address. Papers With Code, a site that
tracks AI benchmarks, lists more than a thousand research tasks in
computer vision, from general ones like object detection to specific
tasks such as handwritten digit recognition. Following prior work,
we trained a SciREX model on data from Papers With Code. Given
the text of papers’ titles and abstracts, the model learned to
identify references to tasks.12
We applied this model to the CSET merged corpus of scholarly
literature from Dimensions, Web of Science, Microsoft Academic
Graph, China National Knowledge Infrastructure, arXiv, and Papers
With Code. This corpus is a set of over 100 million distinct
publications from six academic datasets. 13 We identified computer
vision papers using the SciBERT classifier, trained on arXiv
preprints.14 Since both the SciREX and SciBERT models are trained
on English-language documents, our analysis is limited to Englishlanguage research. This means that in national comparisons it
underestimates non-English research output, and in particular it
likely underrepresents China’s share of world research.
We attributed research contributions to countries by associating
publications with the organizations at which their authors worked
at the time of publication. When a publication’s authors worked at
institutions in multiple countries, we divided up credit for the paper
evenly across all contributing countries. For example, a paper with
authors from Tsinghua University in China and Carnegie Mellon
University in the United States would add half of a paper to
China’s publication count and half of a paper to the United States’
publication count. 15 When we calculated world totals, we counted
all publications with at least one associated country.
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Tasks in Computer Vision Research
The SciREX task model identified a large number of unique task
references. For instance, across 68,400 computer vision papers
published in 2019 with at least one extracted task, it identified
over one million task terms. The vast majority of these task
references were rare, appearing in fewer than 10 papers in 2019.
These terms either did not refer to significant areas of research, or
were specialized terms for more common tasks. We identified
1,400 task terms that appeared in 20 or more computer vision
papers in 2019, of which only a hundred appeared in two hundred
or more papers. To identify major trends in computer vision
research, we focused on these hundred most frequent tasks in
2019.
We reviewed the hundred tasks that most commonly appeared in
computer vision papers published in 2019 and found that they
included many general-purpose tasks. For example, a reference to
“object detection” might appear in a paper that improves on object
detection in general, or to domain-specific progress in detecting a
particular type of object. These common general-purpose tasks
appeared in roughly half of the 68,400 computer vision papers
published in 2019.
By contrast, tasks focused on a particular application were
relatively rare; most common tasks fell into the general-purpose
task area. Based on our manual grouping of tasks, the most
common applied task area for common computer vision tasks was
the visual surveillance of human populations.
Within the application domain of visual surveillance, face
recognition was the most common computer vision research task,
appearing in over a thousand papers in 2019. Other common
visual surveillance tasks were person re-identification, action
recognition, and emotion/expression recognition. When we looked
at which computer vision tasks had the highest growth in number
of publications from 2018 to 2019, we found two smaller but fastgrowing visual surveillance tasks: crowd counting and face
spoofing detection.
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Table 1. The most frequent computer vision tasks in 2019 tended
to be general-purpose. Surveillance was the most common
applied task area.

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated July 22, 2021.
* Truncated to 10 most common terms. See the project GitHub for the full 100
top CV task terms.
** These terms provided a starting point for the list used in our analysis. As
shown in Figure 2, we ultimately identified 3,713 visual surveillance papers
published in 2019.

We confirmed the relevance of these tasks to visual surveillance
by reviewing their descriptions on the Papers With Code site and
examining review papers that mentioned them. For each of the six
tasks, these sources mentioned surveillance applications.
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Surveillance Tasks
Based on their Papers With Code descriptions and the text of
review papers that mentioned these tasks, we identified six
computer vision tasks relevant to the visual surveillance of
populations. These tasks may offer commercial or public-safety
benefits, but could also be used to support state repression.
● Face recognition: Identifying a face in a photo or video by
comparing it to a database of face images. It is used to
identify individuals in various spaces, public and private.16
● Person re-identification: Identifying a person across time
and space, typically in a video. It may use the same
techniques involved in face recognition and gait recognition.
It can also identify individuals in public and private spaces.17
This task is also referred to as person recognition.
● Action recognition: Identifying a person’s actions (e.g.,
running), typically from a video. It can identify individuals
with abnormal behavior in crowds. 18
● Emotion recognition: Classifying a person’s emotion (e.g.,
anger) from a photo or video. In addition to its non-securityoriented and commercial purposes, some researchers, firms,
and government agencies propose applying emotion
recognition to identify security threats in crowded public
areas.19
● Crowd counting: Counting the number of people in an
image. It can be used to monitor civilian protests.20
● Facial spoofing detection: Detecting cases where a
surveilled person is attempting to fool a face recognition
system. While sometimes used in biometric login systems
or to prevent fraud, it may also prevent journalists and
activists from hiding their identity.21
For the most part, these tasks did not appear in the same
publications; we found that only 2 percent of visual surveillance
papers referenced more than one of these tasks.22
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A task is often referred to with multiple terms, so we expanded
our search to identify synonyms and sub-tasks for our six
surveillance tasks. For example, “action recognition,” “human
activity recognition,” and “HAR” all refer to the same task.
However, not all of these variants would appear in our initial list of
common and fast-growing tasks. In each paper, the SciREX model
grouped coreferences—terms that likely refer to the same task. To
capture alternative phrasings of our six tasks of interest, we used
SciREX to identify common coreferences of our initial set of terms.
We looked at these coreferences’ Papers With Code pages and
reviewed papers to determine whether they were relevant to the
task in question. See Appendix A for the final list of terms for each
task.
We excluded some tasks that are relevant to surveillance but
focus on vehicles or objects rather than humans. For example,
“vehicle re-identification” is the task of recognizing the same
vehicle across multiple images. These tasks are relevant to
surveillance in general, but this brief limits its analysis to the
surveillance of people. We also decided not to include general
surveillance tasks such as “video surveillance”: while clearly
relevant, they encompass a broader swathe of surveillance
applications than those considered in this brief.
We also excluded many cross-domain tasks—those that are
relevant to human surveillance but also to many other computer
vision applications. For instance, “image denoising” is a common
task used to enhance images applicable both to wedding photos
and surveillance footage. Our analysis, therefore, may be
considered a conservative summary of surveillance-related
research, compared to an analysis of computer vision that
considers all tasks with potential relevance to human surveillance
or surveillance more broadly. For more detail on our methodology
for selecting surveillance tasks, see Appendix A.
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Findings
Visual surveillance papers constituted a small fraction of all
computer vision papers.
Our analysis indicates that, despite the significant attention that
visual surveillance receives, it made up a small fraction of all
computer vision research. 23 Using our search process, we identified
visual surveillance tasks in only 6 percent of computer vision
papers. Computer vision research spans a wide range of tasks, and
while surveillance tasks were among the most frequent, they
made up only a small portion of the whole.
Figure 1. Visual surveillance papers accounted for less than 10
percent of all computer vision research.

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated July 22, 2021.

As shown in Figure 1, researchers around the world published
roughly 260,000 computer vision research papers between 2015
and 2019.24 Over the same period, we estimate they published
approximately 14,000 visual surveillance papers, or 5.5 percent of
all computer vision publications. The share of computer vision
research focused on surveillance tasks remained fairly stable over
time.
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China was by far the most prolific publisher of both computer
vision and visual surveillance research.
International comparisons of AI capabilities often start with the
United States and China; some focus entirely on them. While they
are not the only contributors to AI progress, their large economies
and talent pools mean that these two countries have an outsized
influence in AI research and development. As a result, some prior
analyses have compared the United States and China to the
European Union, rather than any individual European state. 25 Here,
we aimed to map global contributions to visual surveillance
research, not just publications from a few leading countries. We
could not easily represent or analyze all individual countries, and
most of these countries contribute only a small share of global
research. We therefore grouped countries into a tractable number
of regions.
We considered the top sources of computer vision papers—China,
the United States, and India—as their own regions, and
aggregated other countries such as those in the European Union or
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations into regional groups. 26
Some of these regions, such as the European Union, contain
countries with close economic, academic, and political ties. Other
regions, such as the East Asian democracies of Japan, South Korea,
and Taiwan, group countries with less formal ties but that have
similar economic, cultural, or geopolitical characteristics (i.e.,
technologically advanced Asian democracies with strong ties to
the United States). The countries in some regions, such as the
Middle East and Southeast Asia, may have a wider distribution of
technological capability and research output.
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Figure 2. China was a large and growing contributor to computer
vision and surveillance research.27

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated July 22, 2021.
* “CANZUK” refers to Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, and New Zealand.

Globally, research output in computer vision and visual
surveillance has grown over time, but China’s publication rate rose
especially rapidly between 2015 and 2019. As a result, China
grew as a contributor to visual surveillance research, from 36
percent of global surveillance research in 2015 to 42 percent in
2019. By contrast, other regions held steady or lost research
share.
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China’s leadership in surveillance research reflected trends in
computer vision publications.
We found that the proportion of computer-vision research that
addresses surveillance tasks varied moderately across countries
and over time, and that Chinese computer vision research was not
unusually focused on surveillance.
Figure 3. For most regions, between 4 percent and 8 percent of
computer vision papers included visual surveillance tasks.

Note: Columns show the share of each region’s computer vision publications
that referenced surveillance tasks.
Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated July 22, 2021.

As Figure 3 shows, researchers in most regions published
between 4 percent and 8 percent of their computer vision papers
on visual surveillance tasks, with China at 6 percent. The regions
with the smallest surveillance proportion in 2019 were the United
States and the European Union, both with 4 percent of computer
vision research dedicated to visual surveillance. The regions with
the highest surveillance proportion were India, Southeast Asia, and
the Middle East, in which between 7 percent and 8 percent of
computer vision research publications addressed visual
Center for Security and Emerging Technology | 13

surveillance tasks. Thus, while Chinese researchers generally
published a larger proportion of their computer vision research on
surveillance than those in the United States, this proportion was
not unusually high.
Overall, China’s focus on visual surveillance, as a share of its
computer vision research, was not much higher than the world
average and has remained stable over time. However, China’s AI
research was particularly focused on computer vision: as shown in
Figure 4, 39 percent of Chinese AI research output was in
computer vision, compared to the world average (over all
countries) of 30 percent. China’s focus on computer vision also
stayed constant over time.
Figure 4. In 2019, Chinese AI research was more focused on
computer vision than the world average.

Note: “World” statistics include China.
Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated July 22, 2021.

As shown in Figure 5 below, Chinese research output in
surveillance, computer vision, and AI all grew at a similar rate of
about 14 percent annually, far faster than Chinese research
overall. Chinese researchers’ high output of visual surveillance
research was because a particularly large share of Chinese
computer vision research targeted surveillance tasks. This was
commensurate with the large and growing amount of Chinese AI
research, which was disproportionately concentrated in computer
vision.
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Figure 5. Chinese visual surveillance, computer vision, and AI
research growth rates were comparable, and slightly outpaced the
world average.

Note: “World” statistics include China.
Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated July 22, 2021.

Surveillance task areas were diverse in terms of size and growth
rate.
As seen in Figure 5, both visual surveillance research and
computer vision broadly grew at a rapid pace in recent years,
indicating a high level of interest from researchers and funders.
While visual surveillance as a whole grew at a similar pace to
overall computer vision research, the sub-areas of person reidentification, face spoofing detection, and crowd analysis saw
exceptionally high growth rates (more than 30 percent
annualized).
Growth was most dramatic for the subfield of person reidentification, which quadrupled from 150 papers per year in 2015
to almost 600 in 2019. Much of this growth came from Chinese
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research, which was the source of 56 percent of all person reidentification research papers from 2015 to 2019. For illustration,
the most cited person re-identification publication in 2019 was
“Bag of Tricks and a Strong Baseline for Deep Person ReIdentification.” In this conference paper, researchers from several
top Chinese institutes reported training a neural network that
achieved high performance in tracking individuals across six
different cameras in a supermarket.28 Performance on this specific
benchmark (the Market-1501 dataset) improved significantly from
2014 to 2019, but has since plateaued at 95 percent accuracy. 29
The “Bag of Tricks” paper suggested that applying generalpurpose methods to improve neural net training was the biggest
driver of this progress, rather than the development of methods for
person re-identification in particular. This result demonstrates that
general-purpose AI research has impacts across many application
areas, suggesting that future analyses of surveillance-relevant
research should also consider the progress being made on AI
algorithms as a whole.
While face spoofing detection grew similarly quickly in percentage
terms, the scale of research on this task remained small, with just
83 papers in 2019. The most cited spoofing detection publication
in 2019 was “Multi-adversarial Discriminative Deep Domain
Generalization for Face Presentation Attack Detection.” In this
conference paper, authors from a Hong Kong university noted that
most spoofing detection methods fail to generalize across
datasets, since they rely on detecting cues for “real” faces that
might be specific to their training data. The authors reported
building a general-purpose neural network that outperformed
state-of-the-art systems on multiple face spoofing tasks. 30 The
rapid progress demonstrated in this paper, combined with the
small size of the field, suggests that face spoofing detection
research could continue to grow rapidly in percentage terms.
However, there may also be low-hanging fruit for research that
improves the ability of individuals to circumvent face recognition
algorithms.31
Finally, the field of crowd analysis was also fast-growing and
relatively small, at 189 papers in 2019. Similar to surveillance
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tasks, crowd analysis has both relatively benign and malicious
applications, everything from businesses tracking retail traffic to
authoritarian regimes surveilling public gatherings.32 The most
highly-cited crowd counting publication in 2019 was “Learning
from Synthetic Data for Crowd Counting in the Wild.” In this
conference paper, authors from a Chinese “Seven Sons” university
noted that crowd counting had become a “hot topic” due to its
applications in areas including “video surveillance [and] public
security.”33 However, they found that the task was difficult to
apply in practice due to variations in real-world circumstances.34
We consider these three tasks to be emerging tasks; the number
of papers addressing them grew rapidly relative to computer
vision, which in turn grew significantly faster than academic
research as a whole. By contrast, our other three surveillance tasks
are established tasks. Established tasks have hundreds of
publications per year and a relatively stable growth rate—face
recognition, for example, was particularly large and had a
particularly slow growth rate. Two of the three emerging task
areas, crowd counting and facial spoofing detection, had relatively
few papers, but all three grew at a rapid pace.
Figure 6. Globally, computer vision research grew quickly relative
to academic research as a whole, which grew at 2 percent
annually.35 Most surveillance tasks also grew rapidly, especially
the three emerging tasks.

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated July 22, 2021.
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The three emerging visual surveillance task areas—person reidentification, crowd analysis, and face spoofing detection—grew
rapidly each year. All three task areas demonstrated annualized
growth rates of over 30 percent. Person re-identification is
noteworthy for being a relatively large task area that underwent
rapid growth in this period. A large portion of this growth can be
attributed to Chinese research output, which accounted for 56
percent of person re-identification research from 2015 to 2019.36
Chinese researchers were especially prolific in emerging
surveillance research areas.
When we look at the constituent tasks within visual surveillance,
we see that China led the United States and other regions
combined in most task areas over the 2015–2019 period. While
China published less surveillance research overall than the
combination of the United States with its allies and partners, China
still led these regions in publishing research on emerging
surveillance tasks.
Moreover, China’s share of emerging surveillance areas grew
considerably over time, especially in facial spoofing detection and
person re-identification. As of 2019, Chinese researchers
published nearly half of all research on crowd analysis and facial
spoofing detection and almost two-thirds of research on person
re-identification.
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Figure 7. Over the 2015–2019 period, China outpaced the United
States and its allies and partners in emerging surveillance tasks
(crowd counting, facial spoofing detection, and person reidentification).

Source: CSET merged corpus. Results generated July 22, 2021.
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Conclusion
In examining the global landscape of English-language research
on computer vision tasks relevant to visual surveillance, we
uncovered three broad findings. First, surveillance tasks
constituted a relatively small fraction of computer vision research
output as a whole. Research on the six visual surveillance tasks we
focus on in this brief made up only about 6 percent of computer
vision research output. Even a more expansive definition of
surveillance, including all papers with tasks like “video
surveillance” and “public safety,” would have accounted for fewer
than 7 percent of computer vision papers. However, progress on
common general-purpose computer vision tasks such as image
segmentation could improve performance in many domains,
including surveillance.
Second, Chinese researchers were by far the largest contributors
of both computer vision and surveillance research output,
publishing more than one-third of research in both areas. China
was particularly prominent in three visual surveillance tasks:
person re-identification, facial spoofing detection, and crowd
counting. All of these areas have applications related to population
surveillance.37
Third, the share of both computer vision and visual surveillance
from China increased over time. The United States, together with
its allies and partners, published a similar amount of research in
these areas as China published alone. However, these other
regions’ share of global surveillance research was stable or
declined while China’s grew.
Publication counts are a useful indicator of activity in a given
research field, reflecting the interests and incentives of
researchers. There are, however, some limitations to this indicator:
some research activity is not reported in publications, and paper
counts do not distinguish between high- and low-impact papers.
Trends in classified research or in proprietary software
development could differ from those in published research—they
may focus on different tasks or on applying research to real-world
circumstances. Our task extraction method also restricted our
Center for Security and Emerging Technology | 20

analysis to English-language literature, although our findings
about the large scale of Chinese computer vision and surveillance
research would only be strengthened by the inclusion of Chineselanguage publications. Chinese work on emerging surveillance
tasks was clearly significant compared to the rest of the world, but
our analysis may have underestimated the growth rate of Chinese
research in other surveillance tasks. Our analysis may have also
failed to include surveillance research tasks that are primarily
discussed in the Chinese-language literature.
Even the best data about research publications would not allow us
to determine national capabilities in surveillance or other
technologies. Innovations developed in major research-producing
countries such as the United States and China could be adapted
for the private sector in smaller countries with a technologically
sophisticated workforce and funding base, such as Singapore or
Israel. Innovations also spread between major producers of
research, a trend that has given rise to concerns that openly
published U.S. research may be enabling Chinese surveillance
systems.38 For practical applications of surveillance, other
important factors include the deployment of cameras, the
government’s ability to collect and interpret data from a variety of
sources, and the norms and institutions that empower
governments to monitor and control citizens or empower citizens
to resist them. Other analyses attempt to address these aspects of
surveillance, providing a richer understanding of how these
technologies are used today.39
Categorizing AI publications based on the research tasks they
address adds a valuable level of detail to bibliometric analyses.
Our examination of computer vision tasks offers a new perspective
on the international distribution of surveillance research and
highlights the degree to which computer vision research is focused
on general-purpose tasks that could improve performance both in
surveillance and in other application domains. Future work could
make use of these task classification methods to provide a more
detailed map of trends in AI research.
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Appendix A: Selection of Surveillance Task Terms
Identifying Terms Related to Surveillance Tasks
As described in the Methodology section, we identified six
common or fast-growing surveillance tasks within computer vision.
However, we needed to ensure that we captured variations on
these terms, as AI practitioners often refer to the same task with
different terms. In our initial results, for example, we encountered
both “person re-identification” and “re-ID”; these terms refer to the
same task. For each paper, the SciREX pipeline predicts which
terms are “coreferences”, meaning they have a common referent
task. To identify all terms related to our surveillance tasks, we
searched for terms that are often predicted to be coreferences of
terms that we know to be relevant. For example, we found that the
term “HAR” was often predicted as a coreference of “activity
recognition.” In order to filter out large quantities of relatively rare
or unrelated terms, we filtered for terms that were 1) common
coreferences of our terms of interest and 2) appear in a substantial
number of papers.40
We then investigated these related terms by searching for them in
the Papers With Code data—for example, a search of the site
shows that “HAR” is short for “human activity recognition.” If a
term did not appear on the Papers With Code website, we looked
at papers containing the term to determine whether it relates to
our tasks of interest. (Specifically, we looked at the top 10 most
highly cited papers with the term published between 2015 and
2019.) For example, we found that many top papers on “spoofing
attacks” focused not on avoiding surveillance via facial spoofing
but on forms of spoofing more relevant to bypassing biometric
logins, such as iris, finger, or palmprint spoofing. As a result, we
did not include this term as a related term for facial spoofing
detection.
After we added a first set of related terms to our set of
surveillance terms, we iterated our search to see if there are new
relevant terms that overlap with this augmented set. That is, we
looked for terms that 1) met our quantitative filters for relevance
and prevalence to our existing list of terms of interest, including
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our newly added terms and 2) after investigation (of their Papers
With Code page or relevant papers) appear to be closely related to
our chosen surveillance tasks. After three rounds of iteration, we
found that there were no new relevant terms to add.
This left us with a final set of 39 surveillance-related terms,
reported in the table below. The additions we made to this table
over several rounds of iteration are documented in the project
GitHub as build and iterate all-task dictionary.sql. The search we
used to find relevant tasks is documented in related tasks via task
clusters.sql.
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Final List of Surveillance Task Terms
Based on the process outlined above, we associated the following
terms with each surveillance task. For example, if the SciREX task
classifier identified “action classification” as one of a paper’s task
terms, we would count that paper as an action recognition paper.
Table A-1. Our list of terms associated with each surveillance task.
Task

Terms

Action
recognition

action classification, action recognition, activity recognition,
har, human action recognition, human activity recognition

Crowd
counting

counting people, crowd analysis, crowd behavior analysis,
crowd behavior recognition, crowd count, crowd counting,
crowd density, crowd density estimation, crowd scene
understanding, crowded scenes, people counting, people
tracking

Facial spoofing
detection

face anti-spoofing, face antispoofing, face liveness
detection, face presentation attack detection, face
presentation attacks, face spoofing, face spoofing attacks,
face spoofing detection

Face
recognition

face detection, face recognition, facial recognition

Emotion
recognition

emotion recognition, expression recognition, facial emotion
recognition, facial expression analysis, facial expression
recognition, fer

Person reidentification

person detection, person re-identification, person
reidentification, re-id, reid

Source: CSET analysis.
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Surveillance-Related Terms We Chose Not to Include
In our search for surveillance task terms, we found a number of
terms and tasks that relate to surveillance broadly construed.
While these terms would be appropriate for a broader analysis of
surveillance overall, we chose not to include them because they
are not strictly relevant to our visual-human-surveillance tasks of
interest.
In all cases, our search process would still identify papers that
focus on the visual surveillance applications of these tasks, as long
as the SciREX classifier identified them as targeting a surveillance
task. For example, a paper that focused on the facial recognition
applications of face alignment may be identified as both a face
alignment and a face recognition paper; if so, it would be included
in our search results.
We did not include in our search terms:
● More basic research that enables surveillance tasks, such as
face alignment (a prerequisite for face recognition). Progress
on these tasks indirectly can lead to better surveillance
algorithms, but can also improve performance on other
tasks. For example, face alignment can help improve digital
photo filters.
● Broad tasks that sometimes relate to surveillance
applications, such as event detection and anomaly
detection. Unlike our chosen tasks, these are fairly broad,
applying across domain areas.
● General terms such as “public safety” and “video
surveillance.” These terms clearly relate to surveillance, but
do not refer to a particular research task, making them
harder to interpret. They may also include papers that focus
on non-human surveillance, such as remote sensing of
vehicles.
○ 26 percent of CV papers containing these general
terms are captured by our specific surveillance tasks.
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■ The relevant SQL query is surveillancegeneral tasks - overlap with domain-specific
surveillance.sql
○ When we looked for other common terms that occur
alongside these general surveillance terms, we did
not identify any new domain-specific surveillance
tasks.
■ The relevant SQL query is surveillancegeneral tasks - find highly overlapping
tasks.sql
● Other application areas that make use of progress in
surveillance-relevance domains, including biometric login
systems (which make use of face recognition), humancomputer interaction (which may include emotion
recognition), and gesture recognition for video gaming
(which relates to activity recognition).
● General task terms that include our surveillance tasks but
also incorporate unrelated tasks that relate to nonsurveillance applications such as biometric access systems.
For example, the term “spoofing attacks” refers to both face
spoofing attacks (which are relevant to anti- and prosurveillance efforts) and fingerprint spoofing attacks (which
are more specifically relevant to biometric login systems).
Further work could make use of these terms for a more detailed
look at areas of surveillance-relevant computer vision research.
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Appendix B: International Collaboration on Surveillance
Research
We examined international collaboration rates and relationships
among the top 10 publishers of visual surveillance research. We
found that China was by far the most prolific publisher in this area,
and that China and the United States (the top two countries) were
the most common collaboration partners for third parties.
We also found that international collaborations made up a large
share of the research output in this area; for most Western
countries, including the United States, United Kingdom, Australia,
France, and Italy, more than half of their visual surveillance
publications were international collaborations. As a result,
counting international collaborations as fractions of a paper gave
relatively more weight to countries such as India and China, which
published fewer international collaborations. Nonetheless, as the
first two columns of Table B-1 show, the distribution of papers
across countries was fairly similar whether we count international
collaborations as a full paper toward each contributing country or
divide them among their contributors.
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Table B-1. The top ten publishers of visual surveillance research,
2015–2019.

Country

China

United
States

India

United
Kingdom

Australia

South
Korea

All visual
surveillance
papers with
country
affiliation

6,293

1,894

1,681

751

496

457

Fractional
count of
surveillance
papers*

5,600

1,326

1,596

483

319

390

Number of
papers that are
international
collaborations

Share of
papers that are Top ten collaborating
international
countries (number of
collaborations collaborations)

1,313

United States (525), Australia
(219), United Kingdom (207),
Singapore (127), Japan (72),
Canada (60), Finland (34),
France (33), Taiwan (28),
21% Korea (28)

1,052

China (525), United Kingdom
(106), India (67), Australia
(58), Italy (50), Canada (45),
Singapore (43), Germany (35),
56% France (30), Korea (29)

161

United States (67), Korea
(18), China (11), Italy (9),
United Kingdom (8),
Singapore (7), Germany (7),
Norway (6), Australia (5),
10% France (5)

481

China (207), United States
(106), Australia (31), Spain
(28), Germany (26), Pakistan
(24), Italy (23), France (21),
64% Netherlands (18), Greece (13)

322

China (219), United States
(58), United Kingdom (31),
Singapore (23), Netherlands
(8), South Korea (7), Iraq (7),
Saudi Arabia (7), Malaysia (6),
65% India (5)

122

United States (29), China
(28), India (18), Pakistan (16),
Australia (7), United Kingdom
(5), Canada (5), Vietnam (5),
27% Saudi Arabia (4), Brazil (4)
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France

395

Japan

387

Italy

307

Germany

304

272

300

218

236

221

China (33), United States
(30), Tunisia (29), Algeria
(21), United Kingdom (21),
Italy (21), Switzerland (16),
Spain (15), Germany (12),
56% Belgium (10)

163

China (72), United States
(22), Vietnam (17), United
Kingdom (11), Singapore (7),
Bangladesh (6), Italy (6),
Taiwan (5), Malaysia (5),
42% Romania (4)

158

United States (50), United
Kingdom (23), France (21),
China (20), Spain (15), India
(9), Romania (7), Germany (6),
51% Japan (6), Canada (6)

120

United States (35), United
Kingdom (26), China (16),
France (12), Netherlands (10),
Spain (7), India (7), Italy (6),
39% Canada (6), Switzerland (5)

Source: CSET analysis. Generated October 1, 2021.
* i.e., the counting methodology used throughout this brief.

A full table of international collaboration counts in visual surveillance
research is available in the project GitHub as International collaborations
in surveillance research.tsv.
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